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Abstract
The principal objectives of this thesis were to shed lights on the backside of oil and to
question the great power of big corporations. I researched why Chevron refused to
acknowledge its legal obligation to remedy the complex problems it has caused in the
Ecuadorian Rainforest. The catastrophes the indigenous communities have been facing are
about to change as a result of grass root mobilization against Chevron. By the use of
observations, discourse analysis of the media, and the use of theories from Michel Foucault, I
was able to explain how Chevron has managed to escape from the terrible misconduct that
took place in the region of Sucumbíos. As the observations portrayed, I experienced how two
representatives from the Ecuadorian Amazon travelled far to confront Chevron CEO, John
Watson, and the many supporters the two has. I additionally analyzed the role media has in
this case and how its power can be greater than both Chevron and the plaintiffs’. Through the
eyes of Foucault I have learned that power exists everywhere and there will always be a
greater power controlling someone else’s power. I wanted this thesis to be about information
around bad business of big corporations, but also about courage of a minority group. The
indigenous communities have shown the world how they went against all odds and fought
Chevron Corporation in a court, and won.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Statement of the Problem
This thesis aims to create a better understanding of Chevron’s power and refusal to
remedy the misconduct in the Amazonian rainforest of Ecuador. If power can be challenged,
this is what 30, 000 people from indigenous communities around the region of Sucumbíos
faces today against Chevron, one of the most powerful oil companies on earth. While
Chevron continues to deal with huge environmental disasters, indigenous communities from
Ecuador face a unique opportunity to prove a point; one can combat great arms of power
through mobilization, courage, and solidarity from supporters from all over the world.
Today, the Western Hemisphere is imprinted in a capitalist system where money
equals power. Acknowledged thinkers have provided theories stating the danger of a system
where money is central, which in many occasions has been the truth. Deep inside the
Amazonian rainforest of Ecuador, indigenous communities face the power of big
corporations that prioritize profit over morals. The dominant narrative of the indigenous’
communities is how big oil invaded their territory and destroyed the previous, safe life they
once had. Big oil, on the other side, has a different interpretation of the environmental
disaster. Its dominant narrative includes the discovery of oil in the Amazon Rainforest in
Ecuador, and the potential profit it could extract by doing operations there. Oil extractions in
the Amazon have negatively affected the entire local ecosystem. Different animals, plants,
and trees are extinct or in danger of becoming extinct. The indigenous communities are
suffering from diseases and dying as a result of what the American oil company, Texaco, did1.
Texaco extracted oil from the basin of the Amazon Rainforest in Ecuador for almost three
decades. Billions of gallons of crude oil generated huge revenues for the company but it had
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its price. The company is today facing the largest abuse of environmental damages in the
history. In total, over 30 billion gallons of toxic waste and oil spills have been released into
rivers and on valuable lands of the Ecuadorian Amazon. In comparison, only 10.8 million
gallons were spilled in the Exxon Valdez accident outside of Alaska in 1989 (San Sebastián
& Hurtig, 2004). The results of the spills in the Ecuadorian Amazon have been severe. Over a
thousand people have died, children have been, and are still born with birth defects, and the
cancer rate is still increasing. Since 1993, plaintiffs from the Ecuadorian rainforest have
fought a lawsuit against Chevron and in 2011 the plaintiffs won the trial in an Ecuadorian
court (Amazon Watch, n.d.). This case has inspired people from all over the world and one
can read in various national and international media how David fight hard against Goliath,
and how different media channels, as well as influential people talks on behalf of the
different sides of this case.

The Aguinda vs. Chevron case.
In this section I provide a detailed summary of the Aguinda2 vs. Chevron case. I
present details about the case that will benefit me when answering my research question. In
the beginning of the 1960s, formally known Texaco started extracting oil in a region called
Sucumbíos, deep inside the Amazon Rainforest of Ecuador. Texaco signed a 20-year contract
with the Ecuadorian government and retrieved responsibility for both production and
environmental consequences. The concession area grew and became as large as five million
acres (Fadiman, 2009). During the 28 years of oil extractions in this region, Texaco operated
together with the state-owned company Petroecuador, but even tough Petroecuador owned
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greater parts of the operating areas, Texaco made all decisions due to more knowledge in the
field. Despite this knowledge, Texaco operated on a very inhumane basis using methods that
were banned in U.S. states such as Texas, Louisiana, and California before it even started
doing operations in Ecuador. When extracting oil in the region of Sucumbíos, Texaco did not
use safe disposal of wastewater, which led to the wastewater to flow into rivers. Wastewater
contains gas and toxic liquid substances and in countries such as the United States the
wastewater from oil extractions would have been reinserted deep in the ground (Fadiman,
2009). The sub-standard operational practices were to cut production cost to a bare minimum
and the company was well aware of the misconduct these methods led to (Amazon Defense
Coalition [ADC], 2012).
The indigenous peoples’ social identity has forcibly changed as a result of the
interruption of their territory and hence destroyed their traditions and culture. As a
consequence of these destructions, indigenous communities have been indirectly forced to
adapt to a new lifestyle and become dependent on the capitalist society of the Western world.
Chevron representatives, claim the incidences of cancer in the region of Sucumbíos are a
cause of poor sanitation, not because of oil. During an interview on “60 minutes,” Chevron
representative, Silvia Garrigo, claims the current contamination level in the affected areas are
non-toxic. She additionally states: “I am wearing makeup on and there is naturally occurring
oil on my face, it does not mean that I am going to get sick from it” (Garrigo, 2009).
With the Amazon Rivers being their most important livelihood, the rivers are no
longer secure for the affected communities as they contains toxins from the waste water. Now,
the people of the affected areas are in lack of food because the fish is sick or dead
(Lundeberg, Loge, & Lund, 2007). Chevron representative, Rodrigo Perez Pallares has
admitted that the company has dumped at least 16 billion gallons of water, which were used
under oil production into the rivers in the Amazon. The dumping was never registered with
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the appropriate Ecuadorian authorities (ADC, 2012). This statement weakens Chevron’s trust
where the company additionally claims how have not been cancer incidences among
indigenous communities as a result of oil operations. The facts speak for it selves, Chevron is
responsible for the misconduct. During the years of operations in the Ecuadorian Amazon
Chevron did not use their own employees to clean up the oil spills, rather the indigenous
communities were used as a workforce (Lundeberg et. al., 2007).
In 1992, Texaco withdrew from Ecuador and left behind almost 1,000 open-air
unlined waste pits filled with crude and toxic sludge (San Sebastián, et. al., 2004). In
response, the Ecuadorian victims of Texaco’s toxic legacy filed a landmark class-action
lawsuit against the company in 1993 (Amazon Watch, 2012). The lawsuit is between 30,000
indigenous people of the Ecuadorian Amazon and Chevron Corporation (Fadiman, 2009)3.
The lawsuit was first filed in New York, where the plaintiffs claimed that Texaco knew it
used substantial environmental practices over time that had catastrophic outcomes. Chevron
managed to move the case to Ecuador by promising the U.S. courts it would obey Ecuadorian
law. In Ecuador, a trial court laid out a record of 220,000 pages with more than 100 expert
reports, various witness testimonies, scientific data from 54 court-supervised inspections, and
health evaluations (ADC, 2012). To defend its case, Chevron has hired around 500 lawyers
(Fadiman, 2009), and additionally claims the evidence is a result of fraud (Bloomsberg News,
2012).
Chevron’s shareholders support the plaintiffs on the matter where they believe that
Chevron should pay for the misconduct. Each year since 2003, shareholders have filed
resolutions on the issue. In the resolutions shareholders asked Chevron to remediate the
damage from the pollution in Ecuador in order to minimize any bad reputation or business for
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the company (Billenness, 2012). The shareholders additionally asked Chevron to separate the
positions of chief executive officer and chair of the board. The shareholders admit they feel
mislead by Chevron as the company promised to obey law if the case were moved to
Ecuadorian court. Some of the shareholders include New York State Pension Fund, which
owns 7.24 million shares worth an estimated $713 million in Chevron (DiNapoli, 2012). It is
clear that Chevron disrespects Ecuadorian courts, its shareholders, and the victims of its
actions, which should be recognized internationally.
On February 14, 2011, the plaintiffs won the trial and Chevron was found guilty for
its misconduct. Chevron was found liable for over $18 billion in compensatory and punitive
damages (Billenness, 2012). Unfortunately, Chevron appealed and still refuses to pay its debt
to the Ecuadorians as it argues the company has been victimized by a corrupt Ecuadorian
court system. Chevron claims that the plaintiffs have received active support from the
Ecuadorian president, Rafael Correa, whom it additionally believe is an ally of the leftist
president of Venezuela, Hugo Chávez. Furthermore Chevron indicates that a possible loss in
the case would trigger similar actions, which would harm other multinationals. Moreover
Chevron states that Ecuador has mistreated a U.S. company. An anonymous lobbyist from
the company stated: “We can’t let little countries (Ecuador) screw around with big companies
like this […] companies that have made big investments around the world” (Isikoff, 2008).
In early 2012, the Ecuadorian appeals court affirmed the judgment completely so
there is no turning back for Chevron. The corporation has lost the trial and should pay for
what it did. In May of 2012 the court made the judgment final and not changeable
(Billenness, 2012). When Chevron still refused to pay for the misconducts after
representatives from indigenous communities nearly begged Chevron to change it statement
at the annual shareholders meeting May 31st, the plaintiffs brought the judgment
international. The plaintiffs have internationally valid judgment, which they have now used
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to enforce Chevron’s assets outside of Ecuador (Billenness, 2012). During the summer of
2012 the plaintiffs brought the case to the next level and filed a suit against Chevron in both
Canada and Brazil in an effort to receive the financial compensation guaranteed by an
Ecuadorian court (Hinton, 2012b). Interestingly, this battle is now facing an accelerating race
against the time, as we can see how the plaintiffs are now fighting hard to combat Chevron.
Lead lawyer on the Ecuadorans legal team, Pablo Fajardo, stated this summer: “We plan to
exercise our legal right to collect every penny of the legitimate judgment from Ecuador, even
if we have to drag Chevron kicking and screaming into courts around the world” (Baker,
2012).
Due to the Aguinda vs. Chevron case being an ongoing case, one cannot dismiss
possible progress while writing. In the fall of 2012, a breakthrough of significance occurred
on behalf of the Aguinda plaintiffs. I include this new development of the case in my paper,
as I find the news of importance for my research question. As mentioned earlier, the plaintiffs
brought the case international when Chevron, on May 31st, still refused to pay or be held
responsible for what happened in the Ecuadorian Amazon. As a result, indigenous villagers
filed a lawsuit against Chevron in Argentina on November 1st to freeze its assets that could
help pay for a remediation of what Chevron caused them (Hinton, 2012a). Chevron
responded to this action on November 20th, threatening to bankrupt the company’s
subsidiaries in Argentina if the asset freeze order that were issued against $2 billion of the
assets is not lifted. Chevron representatives are desperately trying to reverse the freeze order,
and have given the Argentinean government until December to decide whether it wants to
reverse the freeze order or not. Graham Erion, a Canadian lawyer advising the plaintiffs,
stated: “Chevron has been running from the law for years in Ecuador, where out of pure
greed it deliberately created what is probably the world’s worst oil contamination.”
Additionally, he adds: “It is not surprising that the company’s illegal behavior is finally
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catching up to it” (Hinton, 2012c).

Choice of Topic and theoretical framework
While exploring different issues to write for my thesis, I wanted to find something
that was important to me, as well as something I would find interesting to work on over a
longer period. I have always been concerned with the environment and especially with
human treatment of the Amazon rainforest. The Aguinda vs. Chevron case instantly caught
my attention. It has always been fascinating how indigenous people can survive in the wild
jungle, and how they live out of all the exciting and important fruits the nature has to offer.
The Amazon Rainforest is important to all living creatures on the planet, and it is additionally
considered to be the lung of the earth as the forests play an important role to absorb
greenhouse gasses (Lundeberg et. al., 2007). Answers to future medicine and cures to deadly
diseases may also be found in the Amazon Rainforest.
I was born and raised in Norway, a nation built on oil, where democracy function
well, and the people of Norway receive benefits in forms of universal health care and free
education among others. For this matter, my dominant narrative of oil has always been
positive. Since I am now well aware of the pitfalls of oil, I want this paper to be a reminder of
how oil is great for some people, while other people live in a disastrous downstream caused
by the oil business. In addition, I want this paper to bring courage to other communities
facing the same poor destiny, and to encourage them to fight back and reclaim what they
previously had. I believe I someday will be a part of an organization that works toward a
more sustainable for the environment as well as for people living in oil operating areas.
Moreover I believe that a society based on people’s best interest would give oil profit back to
its society as a whole instead of ruining the lives of innocent people, animals as well as the
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environment. As a theoretical framework I chose to use Michel Foucault and his theories
around power. I found his theories useful as he question where power comes from and
provides a knowledge that will help me to understand why Chevron has had so much power
in this trial.

Statement of the Problem and Hypothesis
Statement of the problem.
In this section I provide the main research question I have in addition to sub-questions
that is important to include. Further I present my hypothesis of the research as well as an
outline of what each chapter includes so that the reader easy will be able to follow each
chapter. In this thesis I research why has Chevron Corporation refused to acknowledge its
legal obligation to remedy the complex problems it has caused the Ecuadorian Rainforest? By
the use of a discourse analysis of the media, observations, various literatures and a theoretical
aspect from Michel Foucault, I am able to answer this research question.

Hypothesis.
My hypothesis is that Chevron’s power can be explained through various factors, such as
influence by certain media channels, and influential people. Foucault’s theories around
power, in terms of taking advantage of time to achieve money, is also an important factor for
it to achieve power. I argue that the battle Chevron faces against the plaintiffs is a big threat
to the company but I do not believe Chevron will give up easily even though they lost the
court case. Due to the recent pressure from Canada, Brazil, and recently Argentina, in
addition to pressure from shareholders, I interpret that there is a light in the end of the tunnel.
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This light will shed hope to the affected indigenous communities. Even though Chevron
directly states how it will never pay for what it did to the Amazon, I believe there will come a
day where it will be forced to pay for the misconducts to maintain the company’s reputation
and best interest.

Outline of the Paper
In chapter two I review literature that helped me analyze why Chevron has the power
to refuse to pay for the misconduct. I separate the literature in four sections: health impacts,
environmental impacts, indigenous communities’ response, and the danger of big
corporations having power. By including the mentioned sections, I believe I have the
elements I find most important to review in order to be able to answer my research question.
In chapter three I present methods and findings. My methods include observations and
discourse analysis of media. I conduct observations from two representatives from the
indigenous communities, as well as the setting and surroundings outside of Chevron’s annual
shareholders meeting in San Ramon, California in May of 2012. In the discourse analysis I
examined the San Francisco Chronicle, the New York Times, and the Ecuadorian newspaper
Hoy. In chapter four, I discuss findings I retrieved together with the literature I reviewed in
order to be able to answer my research question. I separate the discussion in different sections
in order for the reader to follow what I want to highlight. Lastly, I present a summary of what
I have found in regards to my research question as well as the concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
Introduction
In this chapter I review various literature that is relevant for the topic of my thesis. As
this is a thesis of why Chevron has the power to refuse to pay for the misconduct caused to
the environment, and to the people in the rainforest of Ecuador, I use various literatures to
strengthen my thesis questions. I have looked into four different sections that I believe are
important to include to be able to understand the whole picture of Chevron and what it is held
accountable for in the Amazon. The sections I have looked into are health impacts,
environmental impacts, indigenous communities’ response, and the danger of big
corporations having power.
First I look into different impacts the oil spills has had on the rainforest and the
affected indigenous communities. I use articles of empirical studies showing the
environmental damages that have taken place, and what kind of challenges the indigenous
communities are facing as a result. Moreover I focus on health impacts the people of the
affected areas experienced as a result of the oil spills. When I present the different negative
impact oil spills have had, it puts Chevron in a bad light, as it is the ones causing these
impacts. Moreover, by providing the negative impacts of the oil spills, it is easier to support
the plaintiffs’ victory against Chevron and to show the reader how various facts should make
it easy for Chevron to pay the $18 billion judgment, as everything indicate its guilt. I present
different empirical studies of which actions by indigenous communities have done to
improve their situation and point out if any improvements are visible. By presenting the
indigenous communities’ movement, it illustrates that these people do not give up the battle
rather they prove how power can be met with resistance. In the last section I shift into a more
theoretical perspective of different reasons for why it is dangerous for big corporations to
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have power. In the same section I, as mentioned in chapter one, I present Michel Foucault’s
theories around power, which will be the theoretical framework of my thesis. In chapter four,
I inter alia present his theories together with the data I conducted and the other literature.
Together this will back up and strengthen my argument.
I utilize the theory of Michel Foucault when I explain how Chevron is using power to
refuse to stand up for the misconducts it has done, hereby in the Amazon rainforest of
Ecuador. How did Chevron get this far without having to pay for its misconduct, and what
can be done to “overpower” the power Chevron have? Foucault argues that society is built up
by power but then he argues that power is always met with resistance (Foucault, 1978). Is
resistance from indigenous communities enough to overpower Chevron? All these questions
will be answered in chapter 4 where I discuss the reviewed literature together with my
findings.

Presentation of Literature
Environmental impacts.
In this section I present empirical data about the damages Chevron caused the
environment in the Amazon. The environmental impacts of oil drilling in Ecuador are huge
and affect indigenous people in a negative way. By looking into the environmental impacts I
shed light on the negative impacts from a nature wise perspective. As stated in the Yasuní
report, oil companies operating in Ecuador, such as Chevron, have a bad reputation when it
comes to oil spills. Pipe leaks and oil accumulations have been a great part of environmental
degradations and in many areas thick oil layer cover plants, water and other surfaces. On the
more positive side, there has been an increase of oil companies who now operate more on
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behalf of the environment. But even with more environmentally sustainable oil extraction, oil
has an indirect negative effect on the rainforest. Construction of roads and infrastructure for
production of oil requires labor, which means that more people establish themselves with
their families in the areas surrounding the work place. The expansion of people in the area
has led to an increase of small villages in the surrounding area, which has led to negative
impacts such as deforestation and pollution (Lundeberg et. al., 2007).
Kelsh, Marimoto, and Lau discuss how the process of oil exploration and extraction
has a negative impact overall. In the process of oil drilling and exploration the levels of
chemicals and metal that contaminates the air, the water, and the ecosystem are low.
Moreover, when petroleum and natural gasses are burned, nitrous, sulphuric, carbon oxides,
heavy metals and hydrocarbon are released into the air (Kelsh, Marimoto and Lau, 2009).
Indigenous people living in the providence of Sucumbíos are at great risk of exposure to all
these toxins as they inhale the contaminated air on an every day basis. The authors of “Major
Concerns in Developing Countries: Applications of the Precautionary Principle in Ecuador”
agree with Kelsh when discussing how oil extraction produces emissions and toxins that leak
out into the air and water. Further the authors discuss the evidence of existing benzene
(Harari, Morales and Harari, 2004), which has been proven unsafe for the environment as
well for every living creature.
James Rochlin argues that enormous amounts of oil have been extracted from the
Amazon in Ecuador, which has resulted in what the author calls an ecocide. Rochlin further
argues that the biggest oil issue for Ecuador is not the painful level of pollution produced by
one single company, rather the systematic way the petroleum is being extracted in the region
over time that results in massive ecocide (Rochlin, 2011). San Sebastián and Hurtig back up
Rochlin’s argument by explaining that oil companies in Ecuador have extracted more than
two billion barrels of oil since 1972. These extractions have resulted in gas, toxicants, and oil
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being released into the environment causing enormous damages to the environment in the
region (San Sebastián, et. al., 2005).
Lundeberg, Loge and Lund points out the importance of the Amazon as a whole when
explaining how the rainforest regulates the weather. Enormous amount of water are being
taken up in the forest, which leads to evaporation, form clouds, and fall back down as rain.
When constructing roads to easier get access to areas of oil operations and other resources, it
causes deforestation, which means cutting down acres of wood. Deforestation disrupts the
water cycle, which has led to unstable weather conditions leading to droughts and unusually
high rainfall in short periods. How the whole ecosystem existing in the Amazon is being
destroyed in the region of Sucumbíos is a result of oil extractions from companies like
Chevron (Lundeberg et. al., 2011).
Harari, Morales and Harari examine the Precautionary Principle as a cause for the
great environmental damages Ecuador is facing. The precautionary principle is a principle
stating that any toxins or chemicals can be harmful for the environment and health and should
not be used. By the use of the Precautionary Principle, every toxin or chemical have to be
proven safe before used. Harari, Morales and Harari argue that the precautionary principle
can stimulate a pattern of new strategies, develop new concepts into economic and social
development model, and create new tools to improve the situation for the people living in
affected areas. Moreover, the authors additionally point out how the precautionary principle
could integrate a general awareness of health and environmental problems in the affected
regions, and strengthen the control and protection (Harari, Morales and Harari, 2004).
Marq De Villiers writes about how water scarcity is something that affects the whole
world. He explains how the Russian river Volga has been contaminated over many years. De
Villiers travels down the Volga River and faces fatal landscape changes as he goes. In some
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areas the trees are even dead and extinct. Paper- and glue factories, shoe factories,
phosphorous and fertilizer factories surround the area, which are partly the reasons for why
the land is destroyed. Further he states that a report from 1999 found that the only healthy
river systems in the world are the Amazon and Congo. De Villiers argues that more than half
of the World’s Rivers are now so polluted that they pose serious health risk. In Brazil, more
than 130 tons of mercury is washed onto the Tapajos River as a result of mining industry. In
China, 80% of the rivers are so contaminated that they no longer support any fish. The worst
contaminator is sewage and for centuries, human beings have been depositing their waste into
rivers to make it disappear. Consequently, the waste does not disappear but causes problems
in other regions where the waste ends up (De Villiers, 2000). This section explains how
human interruption in the Amazon causes greater damages than previously interpreted. If this
path continues, everyone will be negatively affected by the high-speed destructions. Perhaps
there is a need for a deeper explanation of how the negative impacts not only affect the
locals, and how depended we all is that the Amazon rainforest exist.

Health impacts.
With the use of empirical studies, I evaluate health impacts of oil spills in the Amazon
rainforest of Ecuador. Due to 20 years of oil operations with low accountability, the
exploitation of the rainforest has caused great damage to the ecosystem, rivers and fauna,
which has, among other issues, led to an increase in cancer in the aforementioned areas.
Before oil was discovered in the Ecuadorian Amazon, there were no incidents of cancer
reported in this area. Harari, Morales and Harari discuss that even though there is a lack of
research on this matter, health problems that where previously non-existent within the
indigenous communities, have now become a big concern among these people (Harari,
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Morales and Harari, 2004). The Amazon River is the only source of water the Amazonians
have. However, after oil drills have lead to oil spills, the toxins have contaminated the river
and people no longer have clean drinking water. The fish that live in the rivers are dying or
sick, which means that the indigenous people have poorer access to food (Lundeberg et. al.,
2007).
A direct exposure to oil extractions in the Amazon increases greater risk of cancer,
childhood leukemia, and malnutrition for the affected communities (Widener, 2009). The
authors of “Cancer mortality and oil production in the Amazon Region of Ecuador, 1990–
2005” found that poor socioeconomic conditions, inadequate water and sanitation quality,
limited education achievement, and a lack of public health infrastructure are all common in
providences such as that of Sucumbíos4 in Ecuador (Kelsh, Marimoto and Lau, 2009).
Further the authors argue how the damaging affects on health are difficult to distinguish, but
that recent studies have found a clear link between oil production activity and increased
cancer rates in the communities surrounding the oil patches. The lack of data, bad
examination of the existing data, exposure and interpretation of results are among the factors
that make it hard to rely on the results. However, these limitations raise the question of
whether the existing numbers of cancer incidents are higher (Kelsh, Marimoto and Lau,
2009).
As a solution to the problem, Harari, Morales and Harari discuss an implementation
of the Precautionary Principle in Ecuador. The precautionary principle would broaden the
understanding of health and environmental problems because it would favor the generation of
hypotheses and the adaption of actions that can help making people more aware. The people
would moreover be more educated to take the necessary steps before the problem evolves.
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  Sucumbíos is one of the provinces affected by Chevron’s operations.
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The authors also state that it is possible that the Precautionary Principle additionally
influences the socioeconomic model as it brings up new expectations and perspectives to the
society as a whole (Harari, Morales, Harari, 2004).
San Sebastián and Hurtig discuss the health affect of oil extractions in the Amazon
and they talk about how the rivers are contaminated, which is the indigenous peoples’ only
source to water. As the indigenous communities are depending on the rivers for bathing,
cooking, and cleaning, the extremely contaminated water is of great risk to these people. As a
possible solution to the problem the authors suggest that the government should evaluate the
situation and develop a plan on how to improve the situation for the indigenous communities.
Furthermore, the authors suggest that the government comes up with a plan on repairing the
damages and since the oil exploitation remains in the region, there should be developed a
more sustainable oil operation. As long as oil operations persist at this level of contamination,
the health of the indigenous people living in the Amazon is at great risk (San Sebastián, et.
al., 2004). I reviewed how oil operations cause great risks of cancer and chronic diseases
among people who depends on the contaminated Amazon River. A solution to the problem
could be an implementation of the Precautionary Principle that would increase people’s
awareness of dangerous toxins. An explanation of the socioeconomic consequences of people
being sick would help understanding the many problems the local people are facing.

The Indigenous communities’ response.
In this section I examine how indigenous communities have responded to oil
extractions in the Amazon and what this have meant for the communities as a whole. I
present different social movements and provide examples of actions taken by the villagers
and what these actions have meant for them afterwards. The indigenous communities’
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response is a more positive aspect side of the Aguinda vs. Chevron case, where different
social and environmental groups come together to fight for the Amazon rainforest and for
basic human needs.
Frente de Defensa de la Amazonia (FDA), Red Amazonica por la Vida and Fondo
Ecuadoriano Populorum Progressivo are among some of these movements. Patricia Widener
(2009) critiques the government of Ecuador in the article “Global links and environmental
flows: Oil disputes in Ecuador,” for not contributing to improve the quality of life for the
indigenous people. The community of Esmeraldas, another region in the Ecuadorian
Amazon, has a similar experience as the people of Sucumbíos. As a respond to the
government’s treatment the people from this region framed their demands after 30 years of
oil operations in the Amazon forest. The people of Esmeraldas have, like the people of the
Sucumbíos region, had limited economic distribution, limited employment, and limited social
services despite how much this region means to the nation of Ecuador (Widener, 2009).
One of the first social movements for indigenous people in Latin America was
“Confederación de Nacionalidades Indígenas del Ecuador (Confederation of National
Indigenous of Ecuador - CONAIE). The movement was founded in 1990. In the article
“Multicultural Market Democracy: Elites and Indigenous Movements in Contemporary
Ecuador” James Bowen argues how although these movements were founded, indigenous
communities still experience economic marginalization and material poverty compared to the
rest of the country. Further he explains that one of the causes CONAIE protested against was
land reforms, which has later been ignored, rejected or not taken seriously (Bowen, 2011).
The town of Coca is located in the province of Orellana, which is located in the
middle of the Ecuadorian Amazon. This is an area where most of the Ecuadorian oil
extractions take place. As high as 63% of the total amount of oil produced in Ecuador is
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produced in this province and companies like Texaco had its oil production here (McAvoy,
2011). The people of this province are poor and, as mentioned earlier, negatively affected by
the oil extractions. Roads were built in the Amazon to make it easier for oil companies to
access oil but instead it resulted in uncontrolled immigration and deforestation (McAvoy,
2011).
Patricia Widener explains how different social groups mobilize and demonstrate
against oil operations in the region of Sucumbíos. She argues that the contamination of
indigenous villagers’ surroundings that is a factor for why these people mobilize. The social
movements calls for localized democracy and self-ruling when it comes to the redistribution
of oil wealth and oil investment practices. Around the Lago Agrio oil field, social movements
gathered in 2002 to demonstrate against the Ecuadorian government and the pipeline project.
The protesters blocked roads, seized oil wells and domestic refineries as well as occupying
two airports. The strike lasted for 11 days that led to a state of exception, a media gag order, a
night curfew, and militarization of two regions to be able to uphold the flow of oil. The
positive outcome for the social movements was an agreement between the government and
the communities, which included better developed, and more roads, additional electrical
supply, and 5 million USD in credit for the local farming industry (Widener, 2009). The
social mobilization from the communities in oil operational areas shows to be important in
order for the community to be heard by the government.
People have travelled from other countries to witness the affected areas with their
own eyes and experience what Texaco did on close hold, and one of these people are Maria
Fadiman. She explains how the indigenous people of the region she visited have developed a
contradictory relationship with oil production between what it provides them with, and what
it takes away from them. Further she expresses how she experienced the different methods
the indigenous communities used to oppose the oil industry. These methods included dressing
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up as the “Oil Company” and parade as “traditional” oil pits that by definition had been
cleaned up. Fadiman explains that it is not the normal angle we perceive of the situation in
the media, but recognizing these facts we can understand the reality of oil drilling in the
Amazon (Fadiman, 2009).
San Sebastián and Hurtig argue that the Precautionary Principle would be important
to adapt in Ecuador, as indigenous villagers and environmental groups have asked the
Ecuadorian government to stop the expansion of oil and gas operations that is currently
happening in the Amazon (San Sebastián, et. al., 2004). The Ecuadorian government has
responded to this request by proposing not to make the Yasuní national park open for oil
drilling. The government wants international, political, and economical help since the money
from such operations would increase its economy significantly. Scientists have predicted 846
million barrels of oil in the ground surrounding the national park, so the Ecuadorian
government now proposes that the western world should provide them with a yearly
contribution to help the country’s economy (Lundeberg et. al., 2007). Laura Rival argues in
the article “Analysis: Ecuador's Yasuní-ITT Initiative: The old and new values of petroleum”
that the Yasuní ITT initiative, which is the name of the proposal for saving Yasuní national
park, would be a good way of preserving nature. She further points on how an
anthropological perspective may complement ecological economics in addition to political
and economic approaches to development politics. In this way Rival argue that we will be
enriched with the understanding of challenges that are faced by the Latin American countries
that are poor in capital but rich in biological diversity (Rival, 2010). This section has been
informative in terms of indigenous communities’ contribution to save the nature of the
Ecuadorian Amazon. By including both positive and negative outcomes of mobilizing against
oil operations, I see that it is overall positive for the indigenous communities as it brings
attention to their issue.
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The danger of big corporations in power.
In order to understand the power big oil companies have, hereby Chevron, I explain
how it gains trust and power in the US. By explaining the power it has in the US one gains a
better understanding of why Chevron has the power to refuse to pay off its debt to Ecuador
and the suffering people in the Amazon. Immanuel Wallerstein (1977) provides an interesting
point when he discusses how Europe and the Western Hemisphere created the worldeconomy where one produced large products for sale and profit. He explains that actors in the
market avoided the normal operation of the market whenever it did not maximize the profit.
He interprets that we are leaning towards a world where a “money comes first” mentality
becomes more important than the human beings best interest. Wallerstein additionally claims
that capitalism is a cynical business. By using non-market devices to ensure short-run profits,
they turn to the political entities, which are the nation-state, to affect the market. Countries
have, over a longer process, started to create national barriers where the consequences often
were beyond the initial objectives. The capitalists later pressed the national government to
impose the constraining restrictions, which was a new political demand by certain capitalists.
However, capitalists have all the same intentions, to maximize the profits within the world
economic market, hence, the world-economy (Wallerstein, 1977).
Chevron is no exception on this matter. The company, as well as other oil companies
such as Exxon Mobil, is using strategies to get politicians’ attention. By gaining a politician’s
attention, Chevron will have a better chance to achieve various policies that will benefit them.
In the US for example, the oil and gas industry ranks among the highest of all time spenders
on federal and presidential elections. George W. Bush is one of the presidents who have
received most money from the oil and gas industry than any other candidate throughout the
history. During the electoral campaign, George W. Bush and Dick Cheney received thirteen
times more money from the oil and gas industry than their competitors, Al Gore and Joseph
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Lieberman. In the section subheading “Money Means Influence” Antonia Juhasz notes that
more than three in four Americans think that candidates who have received money will do the
bidding of “Big Oil” after being elected. The Center of American Progress and Oil Change
International backs up this analysis as they both have conducted similar research (Juhasz,
2009).
Kenichi Ohmae agrees with this stating: “elected political leaders gain and keep
power by giving voters what they want, and what they want rarely entails a substantial
decrease in the benefits, services, or subsidies handed out by the state.” In the book “The
End of the Nation State” he argues that the nation state has lost its ability to control the
economy and protect its currency whereas it is controlled other places. In the matter of my
research, Ohmae contents that four forces combined are now controlling the economic forces
of a nation state. These forces are capital, corporations, consumers, and communication
where he explains that communication is controlling the movement of capital and
corporations across the borders. Further he explains how nation states have become
inescapably vulnerable to the discipline imposed by economic choices. He additionally points
out that the old way of nation-to-nation linkage is gradually being erased and it is replaced
with the cumulative effect of fundamental changes in the currents of economic activity
around the world (Ohmae, 1996).
Ohmae state: “so powerful have these currents become that they have carved out
entirely new channels for themselves – channels that owe nothing to the lines of
demarcation of traditional political maps. But simply, in terms of real flows of
economic activity, nation states have already lost their role of meaningful units of
participation in the global economy of today’s borderless world.” (Ohmae, 1996)
Peter H Taylor explains how the world economy has faced a shift where industrial
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production is relocated to the third world countries. In such matter the base of the various big
corporations is still in world cities where all capital is placed (Taylor and Knox, 1995).
Fernand Braudel defines world cities to be single cities that dominate the world economy in
which it operates (Braudel, 1984). This way of doing business is seen as a new globalized
organization of production, and what these cities had in common was the key to accumulate
capital (Taylor, et. al., 1995).
Samir Amin presents Karl Marx when explaining how capitalism is preventing a
society from developing. Furthermore he discusses how Marx looked at the nature of precolonial Asiatic society and the Asiatic mode of production in order to explain development
of capitalism. Marx also argues that the absence of private ownership of land is prohibiting
the development of capitalism. Moreover, Amin discusses how monopolies have prevented
any local capitalism that might be rising from competing. Development of Capitalism in the
periphery, where it is based on the external market, would therefore stand still and could not
lead to full flowering of the capitalist mode of production in the periphery (Amin, 1977).
Ulrich Beck argues that a risk society is an inevitable effect of globalization processes
that are about to built up to be a big part of a international collaboration that no one has
control over. It is almost impossible to oversee the consequences of the Risk Society and we
are only aware of the fact that most things are uncertain and because of the globalized system,
we are becoming more vulnerable to the risks. The global risks have some familiar
characteristics and one of them is that risk is released from one place to another (Beck, 1992).
In other words, one can say that everyone is living downstream of someone else’s pollution.
When an oil company decides to start extracting oil in the Amazon Rainforest of Ecuador,
there are consequences that follow. For example, one has to cut down a lot of forest to “clean
up” the area, which is necessary to make place for oil operations. The trees that exist in the
Amazon function as the lungs of the earth. Forests in general play an important role for us
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because they absorb greenhouse gasses (Lundeberg et. al., 2007). Furthermore Beck argues
that risk is also caused by knowledge, not only because of lack of education. There are many
proofs that knowledge can be harmful and vulnerable in terms of risk society. In many ways
it is the constant evolving technologized world we are living in that has caused many peoples
traditional way of living and one can clearly see this trend among indigenous people living in
the Amazon Rainforest of Ecuador. Beck says that the risks are blind passengers of the
modern global prosperity (Beck, 1992). This section provides theory of how capitalism
equals power. Influential thinkers have provided theories around capitalism and power
throughout the history, and they are often proven to be true.

Michel Foucault.
The French philosopher, Michel Foucault, is concerned with thoughts around power
and knowledge. He is known for the many arguments regarding how power not depends on
material relations or authority, rather primarily on discursive networks. I use the theories of
Foucault when criticizing the way Chevron is disrespecting indigenous communities in
Ecuador, as the company refuses to admit guilt and pay for what it has caused the
environment and the people in the Amazon. Additionally, I see how discourse is presented in
the media around the Aguinda vs. Chevron case.
Some of the important element he recognizes in his theories around power is that
power is everywhere. In his book “The History of Sexuality: An Introduction,” Foucault
state: “power comes from below; that is, there is no binary and all encompassing opposition
between rulers and ruled at the root of power relations” (Foucault, 1978). If power comes
from below, I interpret this as if the power expand from the root of the “problem,” which in
the Aguinda vs. Chevron case are the oil spills in the Amazon. In the trial, the ruler has for a
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long time been Chevron, as it for example managed to move the trial from the US to Ecuador,
where it is not obligated to obey law. But lately the trial has changed a lot, as the plaintiffs
won in Ecuadorian courts and are moreover facing pressure from other countries where
Chevron has its operations. Interestingly, Foucault further states that power relations are both
intentional and non-subjective. Comparing this statement with Chevron Corporation one can
see how its every move in the court case was subjective and how it clearly intended to make
these moves to weaken the plaintiffs’ chance of winning the trial.
However, power exists everywhere and is exercised through control, whereas control
is exercised with control instruments. Foucault explains this control system to be existent in
all types of societal systems, from religions to educational systems. Religious leaders were
masters of discipline where they were specialists of time, great technicians of rhythm and
regular activities. This trend is what Foucault calls the timetable. In the elementary schools,
time became essential where one could see how pupils had to obey different rules at different
times a day, the same way time worked in the military (Foucault, 1977). Gradually time
became more invaded in the society and today we can see that time and power is closely
related to control of activity. Presently we see that paid time has certain rules to be followed.
One cannot enjoy alcoholic beverages during this paid time, nor can one eat more than an
hour per day during these hours of work. As Foucault (1977) said himself: Time penetrates
the body and with it all the meticulous controls of power.
Power can be understood as being inside and outside of people exercising the power.
If power exists within a person, this person is the one exercising power. On the other side, if
power surrounds us, we become tools that people utilize to control the exercise of power.
This is Foucault’s definition on how the power makes us control instruments of power and
how power is utilized to control the world human beings are developing. Foucault further
states “one is as far as possible from those forms of subjection that demanded of the body
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only signs or products, forms of expression or the result of labor” (Foucault, 1977).
Originally, the timetable was negative as it prohibited wasting time and the timetable existed
to eliminate the danger of wasting it. The exhaustive use, however, shows that discipline
arranges a better economy as the use of discipline poses a principle of a more efficient use of
time. With this he means that every moment should be used wisely and structured a way in
which one would see positive economic results. When Foucault writes the organization of
geneses he explains how a person is dependent on both the total and the individual and where
both the master and the apprentice are dependent on each other. The master provides his
knowledge and the apprentice offers his services, his assistance, and payment. Moving
forward, Foucault also examines a hierarchical observation where he explains that the
“exercise of discipline presupposes a mechanism that coerces by means of observation”
(Foucault, 1977). A diagram of a power that acts by means of general visibility was
previously used in construction of hospitals, asylums, prisons, schools etc. The problem with
this model is that individuals inside of this observed area became transformed to behave
certain ways. When the model was used in hospitals one could observe each patient better
and the buildings were created for medical use. The construction of the building was
additionally said to be preventing contagion (Foucault, 1977).
Moreover, human beings utilize tools, which Foucault calls archives, to explain the
world in a certain way. Examining the media in a discourse analysis one can see how the
media can manipulate a person into believing that the information presented in an article is
the truth (Foucault, 2002). Through the theories of Foucault, we can create and maintain
different views on the society. One can see power as the foundation of our society, and the
different ways of exercising power are the elements that power utilizes. Humans are the
primary tools of power.
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Conclusion
In this chapter I reviewed literature based upon the environmental impacts, health
outcomes, indigenous peoples’ actions, and the danger of big corporations having power. I
presented how the environment is extremely affected as plants and trees are dying and there
is an increased danger of plants and trees being extinct because of the oil contamination. By
presenting important factors from the Yasuní report, one could see how pipe leaks and oil
accumulations have been a great part of environmental degradations and in many areas.
These destructions are a cause of Texaco´s operations and additionally one of many
important proofs that Chevron should pay its debt to the environment of Ecuador. Further I
reviewed how cancer and birth defects among others is a new epidemic in the Amazon
rainforest of Ecuador as a cause of what Chevron did to the environment in this region. The
contamination of the Amazon Rivers is a cause of the many pipe leaks flowing into the river
systems. The indigenous communities are depending on these rivers for bathing, cooking and
drinking but are now sick from cancer and chronic diseases as a result. Fish living in the
rivers are additionally sick or dead so the food has become a limitation for the indigenous
people. As a result of these destructions I reviewed how the indigenous communities have
mobilized and been able to combat Chevron in Ecuadorian courts. Even though the plaintiffs
experienced victory against Chevron, there are factors that make the company powerful
enough to refuse to pay for what it caused the rainforest.
Continuously, I examined theories of why Chevron, as well as other big corporations,
has power enough to overrule politicians and laws. This section is important as other factors,
such as politics, plays an important role in decision-makings on behalf of Chevron. Lastly I
presented Michel Foucault and his theories around power and knowledge, which I use as a
theoretical framework in my thesis as a whole. Overall this chapter has provided significant
data that proves Chevron’s guilt, which should have been enough to pressure the company to
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pay for what they cost the Ecuadorian Amazon. However, these facts have not been the case
as Chevron is disrespecting Ecuador court system by not obeying law.
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Chapter 3 – Methodology
Choice of methods
In this section I first present how I moved forward to achieve my data. I first explain the
methods I used before I explain how I step by step moved forward to achieve the findings of
my research. As a recap, this thesis examines why Chevron has the power to refuse to pay its
debt for the many people suffering in the Ecuadorian Amazon. Chevron has contaminated an
area in the Ecuadorian Amazon the size of Rhode Island, and the indigenous people living
there are dying as a result. After nearly three decades of pollution Chevron withdrew from
the region without cleaning up what it had done. The affected indigenous communities then
filed a lawsuit against Chevron, which has ever since been an ongoing battle. Chevron lost
the case in 2011 but appealed and in 2012 Chevron again lost in the Ecuador Supreme Courts.
Due to the expenses of travelling to Ecuador to conduct research, I had the
opportunity to intern for Amazon Watch. Amazon Watch is a human rights organization
focusing on indigenous rights in the Amazon. The non-profit organization has worked on the
Chevron case since 2002. This internship gave me easy access to reports, documents, and
newspaper articles in addition to various observations and conversations with two indigenous
representatives from the Ecuadorian Amazon.
Because of the field of research I found it most beneficial and interesting to use a
combination of discourse analysis of the media and observations. I utilize a discourse
analysis and observations that I merge together and discuss through the eyes of Foucault and
his theories around power relations. By conducting a discourse analysis I examine different
newspapers in order to see how Chevron is being represented in the trial against the
indigenous living in the Amazon rainforest of Ecuador and why it has the power to refuse to
pay its debt to the indigenous. I found this method most appealing and relevant and an
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exciting alternative to empirical studies. A discourse analysis of the media is a tool that helps
me understand Foucault’s theories to explain the power of Chevron.

Reliable and variable research
One should have in mind that it is important to acquire valid and reliable data while
researching. The terms validity and reliability say something about the quality of information
that are standards to be met. One uses the term validity differently but it is common to use the
term when determining whether the information acquired is answering the research question
of the paper. Reliability, on the other hand, means guaranteeing best possible information;
that the sources are reliable, and that we have executed the research without mistakes or
misunderstandings (Repstad, 2004).

Methods
Observation.
I conducted an observation of two representatives of the indigenous villagers who
filed the lawsuit against Chevron and analyze how they experienced Chevron as a company.
These observations are essential when analyzing why Chevron refuses to pay for its
misconduct in the Ecuadorian Amazon. By showing to representatives who lives in
Chevron’s former oil region, one get a better understanding of their experiences as well as
their strong mobilization against Chevron. Moreover I analyzed whether they seemed
nervous when presenting their side of the case at Chevron’s annual shareholders meeting, and
if there were other important factors from the observation to bring in the paper. I fortunately
got to know the Ecuadorians while observing their way of communicating and how they
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handled their first visit to the city. The participatory observations I conducted were collected
under natural and non-manipulative circumstances. I used a checklist during the observations
to be able to describe the two representatives and their communicative behavior. The people I
observed were aware of me being a student conducting research for my thesis. The
observations were conducted on three different days and settings and each observation lasted
for about four hours for a total of 16 hours. Some of the qualities I observed during these
days were curiosity, happiness, courage, relief, smart, concerned with nature, concerned with
the situation in the Ecuadorian Amazon, eager to learn, eager to teach, concern with other
people’s bad experience with Chevron, and shy. I additionally conducted observation of how
Chevron represented itself under the protest in San Ramon. I found it useful to see how a
company with so much power utilized different strategies on not looking like the bad guys
outside of the world headquarters.

Discourse analysis.
A discourse analysis from a Foucauldian perspective is an analysis of the meaning of talk
or text. I conducted a discourse analysis of how the media represents the Aguinda vs.
Chevron case and have been looking at how power is operated through language (Cook,
2008). The media is an important source of information, something I witnessed during the
week conducting observations in May. A discourse analysis is an exciting alternative to an
empirical research project, and it sheds new light on the Chevron case in a way that
challenges the company’s power. At the same time, discourse in the media has a political
aspect due to the relationship between language and power relations. This relationship can
later influence the public’s access of information (Magalhães & Sanchez, 2009). Therefore, I
examine the information that media provides to see whether there are certain patterns
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different newspapers utilize when publishing about the Aguinda vs. Chevron case. I
moreover analyze the use of words in the different articles to see whether there are words any
of the news agencies chose to leave out, or whether it intentionally use certain words.
Moreover, it is also interesting to analyze whether the media lean more towards the plaintiffs’
or to Chevron’s side when publishing about the case. Has there been a decrease of the
number of published articles and how can the media be a part of, or control Chevron’s
power? Through a Foucauldian discourse analysis one question what communication actually
does, rather than what it means (Magalhães & Sanchez, 2009).
Michel Foucault discusses the way people look at the world when he refers to the archive.
When a person for example retrieves a particular knowledge from one source, such as the
archive, this person often choose to only believe in that side of the case. When the media
present a case it is often influenced by outstanding sources. Due to the media tending to be
bias when it publishes, it is important to have in mind the words reliability and validity.
Different media receives funding from different sources, which can lead to articles being
published on behalf of one of the sides in a case. Additionally, it is interesting to see how
media provides discourse in a particular period and situation, and how it can decide what is a
hot topic and not for the reader to read. I believe a Foucauldian discourse analysis of the
media would is essential to understand the power media has in the Aguinda vs. Chevron case,
as well as how one can utilize media as a tool to exercise power. If a discourse is used as a
tool to explain or to understand, there has to exist an interpretation and a deeper
understanding.
Through a discourse analysis I analyze different types of newspapers to see how it has
represented the case, the type of language it utilized to illuminate a point, and if the media
used influential people to strengthen a point from a certain side of the case. I have looked for
any forms of presenting discourse in the articles that could help me understand why Chevron
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has the power to refuse to pay its debt to the Ecuadorians. I chose to use news agencies that
are well known internationally as well as one local newspaper. I chose news agencies that
most often speak out about the case, in different angles, and also news agencies that are well
known and respected around the world and in the US.
During the sampling of articles I looked into a period that have been of importance for
the case, hence attractive for the different media channels. I chose to use archives on the
news agencies’ webpages and I always used the same three key words: Chevron, Ecuador,
Amazon. I wanted the results to be best reliable possible and by searching with the same key
words, in the same order, I knew the result would be as even as possible. Moreover, I chose
the three articles by looking at the headlines to see which articles that would be most
applicable for this thesis. However, as there were not many articles to choose from, I found
out that it would be an interesting point to illuminate. I therefore analyzed why there has been
a decrease of published articles around the case by looking at the number of articles
published around that period, and compare it with the number of articles published previous
years. After I gathered the different news articles I needed, I filed them in an order based on
date and event. I used one article from each newspaper where the articles covers important
happening around the Chevron case. The articles I chose were published throughout the
months of June until August. As a recap, on May 31st, Chevron did not want to pay off its
debt to the Ecuadorians so the plaintiffs filed a lawsuit in both Canada and Brazil. The
company has operations in these countries and the plaintiffs are now hoping to get people
from the mentioned countries to stand up against Chevron and its misconduct (Hintron,
2012).
When I was choosing news agencies for the discourse analysis I did a Google search
on the Chevron case. I figured that a Google search would give me a lead on which news
channels were covering the case the most and which ones were more reliable to use. I
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additionally did a search on the USF Gleeson library search engine to see whether there were
other sources I should use. The news agencies I chose to use were the San Francisco
Chronicle, The New York Times, and the Ecuadorian newspaper Hoy. The reason for why I
chose only three newspapers is because I then will get a better understanding of how
discourse is presented in each newspaper as well as I can present concrete examples that can
explain how discourse is used to favor each side of the case. I additionally did a Google
search to find various statements presented by Chevron, as I believe what it says in the
media, by certain spokespersons, is carefully planned with a “hidden message” behind each
word they use. I will present statements that have been mentioned in news article afterwards,
as it will show to whether Chevron were able to reach out to the media the way it intended.
As Chevron’s world headquarters is located in San Ramon, California, I found it
beneficial to use the San Francisco Chronicle as one of the newspapers I wanted to use in the
discourse analysis. The newspaper has been covering the case for a long time and people all
over the Bay Area read the newspaper. The newspaper additionally has a full archive that
made it easy for me to find the articles I was looking for. Hoy is daily Ecuadorian newspaper,
located in the capital of Quito. The newspaper is also known to write more about open,
presenting untraditional information and thoughts. The reason for why I have chosen to look
at an Ecuadorian newspaper is because it provides a different angle to the case, as the oil
spills occurred in the Ecuadorian Amazon. Hence I will use newspapers from both of the
countries that are involved in this case, which will bring a more interesting analysis in the
light. However, as Spanish is my third language I found it rather hard to analyze many words
without help from a dictionary since many articles contains academic words. For that matter I
chose an article I could easier understand so that the discourse would not be any different
even though I had to translate the wordings before I used it in the discourse analysis. At the
same time, as some of the sentences contained academic words, the words I translated could
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have a slightly different meaning in the Spanish published article than what the English
translation says. Taking this obstacle into consideration I chose sentences I was certain of to
use in this analysis so that the discourse is translated and presented in a reliable matter.
I have chosen media channels that I find reliable for this discourse analysis and it is
also interesting how the different media channels are presenting the Chevron case. The last
newspaper I am using is The New York Times. This newspaper is well known worldwide and
is the most famous US newspaper so I believe it is reliable and publishes fairly neutral
articles. The newspaper is located in New York City, one of the most important cities in the
world and has won prizes for its publications (The New York Times Company, 2012).

Conclusion
This chapter explained the two methods I utilized in this thesis. Moreover I provided a
road map of how I moved forward to achieve data collected. First I explained observation,
and then I presented how I found the different newspapers and how I found the different
news articles.
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Chapter 4 – Data Analysis
In this chapter I present findings from the observations and the discourse analysis. I
present the observations conducted of Luz Trinidad Andrea Cusangua and Robinson Yumo
two Ecuadorian villagers who travelled all the way to California to directly confront Chevron
CEO, John Watson, to ask for justice. Thereafter I present the observations I conducted
outside of Chevron’s headquarters in San Ramon, where I found it interesting how Chevron
uses power in the society. Lastly, I demonstrate the discourse analysis. The different
discourse I discuss are the following: decreased amount of published articles, person vs.
company, the use of words in newspapers, and How Chevron use the media. I argue that these
sections are all important to include explaining why Chevron has the power to refuse to pay
for what it caused the Amazon, as each section, as well as each newspaper, present a different
discourse that shows what communication does rather than what it means (Magalhães &
Sanchez, 2009).

Analysis
Observation.
The observation itself brought more information than just the recognition of the
qualities. During the last week of my internship at Amazon Watch I spent a significant
amount of time with two representatives of the indigenous people living in the Ecuadorian
Amazon. My first meeting with Luz Trinidad Andrea Cusangua and Robinson Yumo was at
the press conference at the RAN (Rainforest Action Network) office the same day the teachin was happening. There were an estimated 20 people in the room and each of the speakers
had about one minute to convince the press with useful and interesting information to publish
about their cases. After the press conference was over we all went down to the Amazon
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Watch office where we reflected about the last hour as well as prepared for the teach-in later
that same day. At the teach-in I sat with Robinson, one of the representatives, while the other
representative, Luz, was giving a speech about the Chevron catastrophe. It takes a lot of
courage to live in a foreign country, being used to a different way of life, and then visit the
US, the home of the headquarters of the company that destroyed the lives of many of her
family members. The next day we went to San Ramon for the demonstration against
Chevron. I did not meet Luz and Robinson until the shareholders meeting was over. When
everyone came out of Chevron’s world headquarters Luz and Robinson seemed happy and
they told me that they got to deliver a message to Chevron asking them to face justice and
clean up its messes.

(Luz (in front) and
Robinson (in blue
traditional suit) on their way
out of Chevron’s
shareholders meeting).
(Photo by Kine Norland)

As the picture above shows, the representatives seemed satisfied with the meeting and how
they confronted Chevron CEO, John Watson.
One of the most interesting observations I conducted in San Ramon was the way
Chevron handled the protest outside of its world headquarters. First of all, they had covered
the big Chevron sign so that no media could relate the demonstration with the company.
Secondly, they had informed the police, who were lined up around the area, to make sure
none of the demonstrators trespassed the Chevron territory. I heard from one of the
demonstrators that one year the police checked if everyone had their seatbelt on and if there
was the legal amount of people in each car. Additionally there were representatives on
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Chevron’s property making sure that none of the demonstrators trespassed and to answer
general questions about the shareholders meeting. I walked over to that area asking a police
officer what was going on. He explained to me that he was making sure everything went well
without disruptions and he made it clear that he was neutral in the case between Chevron and
the demonstrators. A guy from the 99% movement wore a sign asking cars that passed to
honk their horn if they agreed that Chevron should fix the damages it had done around the
world. There were surprisingly a lot of cars honking. Below you can see a picture of several
police officers at the entrance of Chevron’s headquarters. As you can see, the Chevron sign is
replaced with a grey background to keep the media from using the Chevron sign in reports
from this demonstration.

(Photo by Kine Norland)

A Brazilian union worker was representing Brazil in the fight against Chevron and its
misconduct in Brazil. His speech at the teach-in must have made an impression on Chevron
as he was refused access to the shareholders meeting the following day, even though he had
all legal papers to enter. In other words, Chevron most definitely sent an observer to the
teach-in to get a sense of the people who was going to attend the shareholders meeting.
Chevron apparently did this because it was scared of what the different representatives would
say at the shareholders meeting, and as the oil spill in Brazil happened in November of 2011,
the Brazilian union worker were the biggest threat for company.
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(Photos by Kine Norland)

The pictures above show the Brazilian union worker outside of Chevron’s world
headquarters and a paper stating his allowance of entering the shareholders meting.
The last day I spent with Robinson and Luz, we went to a radio station in Berkeley to
hear them tell the story to Bay Area citizens. The room where the radio interview occurred
was dark and very small and the only people there were Luz, Robinson, Kevin the translator,
the radio host, and me. Luz was the first to tell her story. She is a farmer from Secoya in the
Amazon of Ecuador, and said that she raised her children in the area where Texaco operated.
Moreover, she said that the people living in the area used the rivers for everything: bathing,
cleaning, drinking, and cooking. She explained further how her family’s life changed
dramatically after Texaco opened a well right where they live. Texaco used the well to dump
toxins from the oil production that led out into the rivers. Luz’s family started to get health
problems such as leg pains and skin problems. Chevron purposely covered the well with soil,
which did not help the problem. Luz further explained that they are coffee farmers and their
agricultural production started to diminish because of the contamination. She reported that
they used to produce around 40 tons of coffee but now they are down to five. After a while
Luz began to organize with other indigenous in the same situation and they filed a lawsuit
against Chevron.
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After Luz told her side of the story the radio host asked Robinson to tell his. He
started by explaining how the Cofán population is highly affected. The contamination started
and there were impacts everywhere. The impacts were cultural, social and particularly
environmental for the indigenous people. “From there on as we knew the damages were
major we kept organizing to do something about it,” said Robinson. After two decades the
indigenous can finally show proof that there is contamination. The radio host seemed
shocked when Kevin told her that Chevron still refuses to pay the debt to the Ecuadorians. He
further told her that the Ecuadorians forced this judgment in Canada by filing a lawsuit.
“Chevron has assets in over a hundred countries so the Ecuadorians’ plan now is to drag
Chevron kicking and screaming into any courtrooms it can to get a cleanup from what
happened,“ said Kevin Koenig from Amazon Watch, quoting what Pablo Fajardo previously
stated. When the radio host asked how Chevron has the power to get away with this, Kevin
responded: “We are talking about a company that is one of the largest oil companies on the
planet; they have resources and they have thrown money on lawyers instead of cleaning up
what they did in the Amazon.”

Discourse Analysis
Decreased amount of published articles.
While researching for articles to be used in the discourse analysis I did a search of a
period over three years to see whether there had been any changes in the number of articles
published about the Aguinda vs. Chevron case. In the graph below you can see the number of
articles I found in the different online newspapers and what year I found them.
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As you can see, the San Francisco Chronicle includes more publications about the
court case as compared to the New York Times and Hoy. I believe there are several reasons
for this distinction. First, the San Francisco Chronicle is local to Chevron’s world
headquarters and is located in close proximity to Chevron’s refinery in Richmond. The Bay
Area citizens are aware of Chevron’s misconduct in Richmond and are probably more
sensitive to negative information about Chevron. Second, the organization that has fought
hardest for the plaintiffs, Amazon Watch, is located in downtown San Francisco. Another
reason is that the website of the San Francisco Chronicle is somewhat disorganized. I found
it difficult to distinguish between bloggers who have written about the case and articles
published on the newspaper’s website. The New York Times had a more organized website
where I could choose from articles, and in what period it was published. Moreover, the San
Francisco Chronicle is the only newspaper that has numerous articles published in 2011 and
2012. The year of 2011 was a breakthrough for the case as Chevron lost the trial in
Ecuadorian courts. In 2012 Chevron lost the appeal, and in May the plaintiffs brought the
case to Brazil and Canada to put pressure on Chevron and make them pay for the misconduct
in the Ecuadorian Amazon. One of the reasons for the decrease in published articles could be
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that the case is considered old and the various news agencies do not think that there is a
demand for coverage of this case anymore. There can additionally be another underlying
factors such as chevron first lost the trial in 2011 and then its loss of the appeal in 2012.
Unfortunately, the company still refused to pay the $18 billion dollars, which made the case
remain the same, hence no big news release on the case. Another interesting fact is that all
media controls what is being published and how a case is angled, but some media, such as the
San Francisco Chronicle, is a corporate owned media: Since 2000 the Chronicle has been
owned by Hearst Corporation (Vega, n.d.). Hearst Corporation owns additionally media
sources, which could be crucial when deciding on what to write about, and how often an
article will be publish.
As I mentioned earlier, Foucault’s theory about archives explains how we get access
to different information in order to become knowledgeable. He defined archives to be
depositories for the aggregation of time and knowledge. In terms of our sources of
information we can relate this Foucauldian theory to various media sources, specifically the
New York Times, The San Francisco Chronicle, and Hoy. Some of the media today takes
advantage of this privilege, and publishes stories, or sides of a story, that it wants us to
believe.
When searching for articles related to the Aguinda vs. Chevron case in the Ecuadorian
newspaper Hoy, I found it interesting how the amount of articles have increased with 9
articles from 2011 to 2012. There can be several reasons for this distinction. First, the
newspaper seemed somewhat disorganized as some of the articles that were published came
from another newspaper. Second, as the case is moving towards a brighter future for the
plaintiffs, there are more positive things to write about on behalf of the indigenous
communities. However, the fact that there are less publications overall from Hoy than from
the San Francisco Chronicle I argue has something to do with the great engagement of the
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case existing in the Bay Area. As there are representatives from both sides of the case in the
Bay Area wanting to publish their most updated news, one can understand how there are
more publications from this newspaper. In the New York Times the years of 2010 and 2011
where of importance, whereas in 2012 the amount of articles published about the case had
decreased. The fact that the case is not as important in the other two newspapers anymore
could give Chevron an increased chance of getting away with not paying its debt to the
Amazon.

Person vs. company.
In the articles I have analyzed only one of them included a spokesperson from the side
of Chevron, which is the New York Times (Bloomberg News, 2012). The newspaper is
considered to be one of the most influential and important newspapers in the US and it also
claims to be neutral. This might be the reason for why it has chosen to bring in personal
statements from each side of the case. Due to the fact that Chevron has a spokesperson stating
what Chevron believe is important both for the case and for the company as a whole.
However, the author present the article on behalf of the Aguinda plaintiffs, as the article
regards how Chevron persuaded a federal judge in New York to find the $18 billion judgment
unenforceable, which the judge declined. Chevron claimed the Ecuadorian judge was based
on fraudulent evidence. The company sued lawyers on the plaintiffs’ side claiming it
fabricated evidence in violation of law. Further the article include that Chevron in 2011 won
an extension of a temporary order preventing enforcement of the judgment, this while the
case against the plaintiffs’ lawyers were litigated. To this, Chevron stated: “This ruling clears
the way for Chevron to challenge the enforceability of the judgment in the Southern District
of New York,” (Bloomberg News, 2012). As the media can choose whether to put names in
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the article or how the article is angled, it shows how much power the media has to manipulate
the reader in a certain direction.
The San Francisco Chronicle only provides statements from the plaintiff’s side of the
case, or from the people working on the side of the plaintiffs (Baker, 2012). I see this as a
way for the newspaper to give Chevron less reliability in the case. By having a spokesperson
to rely on, the readers will get a more personal relation with the plaintiff’s side. Therefore, I
believe the San Francisco Chronicle wants the reader to see Chevron as a weak company
without strong opinions in the case.
In the New York Times the author additionally presents a statement from Karen
Hinton, one of the plaintiff’s representatives here in the US. Her statement is clear and
trustworthy and provides the case in light of the plaintiffs. Karen Hinton stated: “Judge
Kaplan’s refusal to rule that the Ecuador judgment is unenforceable due to Chevron’s
fabricated fraud charges is consistent with the unanimous rulings of appellate courts in the
United States and Ecuador that Kaplan has no legal authority to block enforcement of the
Ecuador judgment.” The whole article concludes that the Chevron stocks fell 24 cents
(Bloomberg News, 2012). I found the mention of stocks very interesting as it gives out a
message to the stockholders that they should start being careful as Chevron begins to notice
the power of the plaintiffs. Chevron wants the Ecuadorians out of the way and has not given
up even when it lost the trial. Now the company is trying everything it can to find evidence
against the plaintiffs so it can prove that the whole thing has been a fraud.
Interesting but not surprising, Hoy only mention a comment from Chevron in a small
paragraph, where a Chevron representative states that the company “does not believe that the
Ecuador ruling is enforceable in any court that respects the rule of law” (Hoy, 2012). This
statement is a negative statement and not a presentation of Chevron’s side of this specific
issue in the case. With a statement from a Chevron representative, or a person favoring the
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company’s side of the case, the newspaper would have provided a stronger and more reliable
article for the public. However, representatives from the plaintiff’s side of the case fill most
of the article with statements, which is very different from the articles published by the New
York Times and the San Francisco Chronicle. I argue that Hoy utilizes a different way of
writing than the other two that are American ones. This distinction can be a style of writing,
or a way for the Ecuadorian newspaper to be patriotic and show its readers that there is only
one side of this case worth reading (Hoy, 2012). When a type of media only present one side
of a story, it is easier to convince the reader that this side is the right side of a story. We can
see this type of discourse in many different media from all over the world. Moreover, as
mentioned earlier, Chevron made a public statement of how little countries like Ecuador
should not mess with big corporations, which could be one of many factors of why Hoy chose
to leave out any side of the case from Chevron’s perspective.

The use of words in newspapers.
In an article from the San Francisco Chronicle, titled Chevron Sued in Canada by
Ecuadorians over Pollution, the headline focuses on Chevron being sued over pollution
(Baker, 2012). The newspaper clearly wants the reader to see Chevron and sued closely
related, which also makes the reader curious in what the article contains further. The author
of the article does not mention the word indigenous, rather he uses words such as
Ecuadorans, farming communities or forest tribes. As quoted in the newspaper: “After 18
years of litigation, a collection of Ecuadoran forest tribes and farming communities won an
$18 billion judgment against Chevron in 2011, holding the company responsible for tainted
soil and water that they blamed on Texaco, which used to operate in the area” (Baker, 2012).
This can signify that the author finds the word too general and hence wants to use other
wordings.
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By excluding the word indigenous one can also get a more personal bond with the
affected people, which then can give a more relatable article to the reader. The article leaves
out other implications such as pollution and health problems, which to me proves what I
previous mentioned about how media decides what is important to publish. I believe this
additionally shows that the media is influenced financially by outstanding sources and can
choose whether it wants to illuminate certain elements in the article or not. However, as the
article leaves some of the implications, proves that it lacks credibility. In the beginning of the
article the author presents the case from the Ecuadorians perspective and a brief overview of
the case.
The Ecuadorian newspaper Hoy focused this article on how the plaintiffs brought the
case abroad. With the title “Ecatorianos harán nuevas acciones judiciales contra Chevron en
el exterior” (Ecuadorians will further legal action against Chevron abroad) I see an article
that will regard how the plaintiffs now bring the legal action against Chevron internationally.
I argue that the reader would expect an article containing information that can help the
plaintiffs retrieve the money Chevron owes them. Further down in the article Juan Pablo
Saenz, one of the plaintiffs lawyers, argue that Chevron will be prosecuted in other countries
than Canada and Argentina and that Panama and Venezuela "are on the list of top candidates"
(Hoy, 2012). This claim from the plaintiffs representative, Saenz, helps building up the article
so the reader know that there is more on this new evolvement of the case to come.
In the New York Times, the article starts with the word Chevron together with a
negative word such as failed (Bloomberg News, 2012). The reader will automatically see
Chevron and failed together and think negatively about the company. I believe the author’s
intention is to get people interested in reading the article when starting the title like that.
Many readers will see the words together and think that there is something going on that
would be interesting to read. I consistently see a link between the way this article is written
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and the article from the San Francisco Chronicle. Both newspapers start by presenting the
side of the plaintiffs to create a more personal connection. Conversely the newspapers present
a statement by Chevron as a corporation, which prevents the reader from empathizing with
the corporate’s concerns or interests.

How Chevron uses the media.
In this section, I bring in statements on how Chevron has presented itself in the media,
and what possible significance these statements might have had. I mentioned the statements
in the introduction chapter, where for example Silvia Garrigo compares oil spills in the
Amazon with the contents of oil in the makeup she puts on her face. She stated: “I am
wearing makeup on, and there is naturally occurring oil on my face, it does not mean that I
am going to get sick from it” (Garrigo, 2009). I interpret this acknowledgment for being an
attempt from Chevron’s side to try to make the oil contamination less significant. By
providing a spokesperson comparing oil from makeup with water polluted with wastewater
from the oil spills is to avoid the truth and to make fun of the victims. This statement can be
inferred as racism because she shows a lack of empathy for a minority group, where many
have lost family members or have relatives suffering from the company’s operations and its
bad judgment. When this interview was taken place in the show “60 Minutes” on CBS, the
host, Scott Pelley, questioned her in a way that she seemed insecure and she even lost track of
what she was talking about. I interpret the statement as a way for the host to put her and
Chevron on the spot, which possibly gives the show more viewers. The episode also got
attention from various media channels where some of them questioned Chevron’s perspective
on the matter. The Columbia Journalism Review criticizes the show for not being clear on
who is to blame for what happened in the Amazon. The news magazine moreover clearly
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supports Chevron’s side in the case when stating that Chevron was not “given a fair shot to
make its case to 60 Minutes” (Hamilton, 2010).
In another statement, lobbyist working for Chevron talks about the power big
corporation has. Chevron representative (anonymous) state: “We can’t let little countries
(Ecuador) screw around with big companies like this […] companies that have made big
investments around the world” (Isikoff, 2008). In this argument, Chevron makes it clear how
they believe its power is stronger and more influential than a country’s power. I believe
Chevron do think that with money you can buy power, as it has spent money on an estimation
of 500 lawyers in an attempt of winning the court case (Fadiman, 2009). I additionally
interpret this argument as Chevron’s fear of loosing the court case. The company has to make
statements like these in order to “scare” the opponents and to additionally provide a message
to readers that Chevron is strong and will not give up this battle easy. In 2008, Chevron made
it to the list of “10 worst corporations of 2008” (Weissman, 2008). The list was made by the
non-profit organization, CorpWatch, who does investigations of research and journalism to
expose bad corporations and advocates for accountability and transparency (CorpWatch, n.a).
In the list, CorpWatch points out how Chevron is responsible for the damages in the Amazon
caused by Texaco, and that the “company is lobbying the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative to impose sanctions on Ecuador if the Ecuadorian government does not make
the case go away.” Further it provides the statement mentioned earlier where Chevron’s
respond to this statement was that the comments were not approved (Weissman, 2008).

Conclusion
In this chapter I presented different methods and findings I have utilized in my
research. I first explained why I have chosen the different methods and why they were
applicable for what I am researching. Additionally I explained the observations and the
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discourse analysis, and how I moved forward when conducting the different data. When I
presented findings from the various data I put it in sections that can help me put the pieces
together in a way that can explain why Chevron has the power to refuse to pay for the
misconduct. In this chapter I only presented findings that can be understood through the
theories of power by Michel Foucault, which I later will discuss in chapter four.
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Chapter 4 – Discussion
As mentioned in the introduction chapter, this thesis aims to figure out why Chevron has the
power to refuse to pay for what it has caused the indigenous communities in the Ecuadorian
Rainforest. The results I discuss in this chapter will help characterize possible implications
there might be when sewing up the threads of my research into a cohesive narrative. As stated
earlier, I use the literature review to see whether there are similarities with my findings in the
observations conducted, the literature I have reviewed, and the results from the discourse
analysis. This chapter does not only mean to analyze each section separately, but to put the
data in context and look for explanations that will answer my research question. I aim for this
discussion to lead to answers that can later be used to help the plaintiffs receive the
settlement from Chevron so the indigenous communities can be rebuilt and families can
receive help for their health problems. Lastly, I end the chapter with the limitation I have
faced with this study as well as concluding remarks.

Can power be overpowered?
As seen through a discourse analysis of a selected use of media, there are different
factors in the articles indicating how the news agencies use power, and how it can affect
Chevron as well as the plaintiffs. When Foucault talks about power, he argues that it exists
everywhere and is exercised through control. Furthermore, he interprets power to be
embodied in discourse, which creates a certain image of truth (Foucault, 1977). Being owned
by a corporation can determine if an article is angled on behalf of a certain group of people.
Seen from a Foucauldian perspective, the media function as a control instrument that is
needed to exercise power. The media both provide information in a way that can manipulate
the reader to believe it is the truth. The New York Times, The San Francisco Chronicle, and
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Hoy all utilize control instrument when arguing for both sides of the Aguinda vs. Chevron
case. Moreover, this is a way for these media channels to exercise power, and to reach out to
the audience in a way that will help them to get more readers. The Ecuadorian newspaper
Hoy, for example, presented its article more neutral than I anticipated but as it is known to be
a reliable newspaper in Ecuador they probably write less aggressive publications about
Chevron. From doing a discourse analysis, I learned how Chevron and the plaintiffs’ use all
types of media to exercise power in a way that would help them win the court case. I
additionally saw how Chevron uses discourse in the media to maintain enough power to
refuse to pay for its misconduct. Representatives from both side of the case, for example,
reach out to the reader through the use of media, and provide the reader with trustworthy
information. However, even though representatives from Chevron and the plaintiffs distribute
the media with certain information, the media are the ones choosing what it wants to include
in an article, a TV show, or in the radio, and how often it wants to publish around the case.
Therefore, the media overpower the power of Chevron and the plaintiffs’ but corporations
might overpower the media if a corporation owns the media. This circle can be confusing to
understand but it is important to include, and as Foucault states: “Where there is power, there
is resistance, and yet, consequently, this resistance is never in a position of exteriority in
relation to power” (Foucault, 1978).
Furthermore, Ohmae (1996) explains how the four forces combined, controls the
economic forces of a nation state: Capital, corporations, consumers, and communication. I
relate this to various elements that affect the court case, and looking at how media represents
the Aguinda vs. Chevron case, I see a connection between the four forces. If there were no
consumers demanding oil, Chevron Corporation would not make profit from oil operations.
Communication is essential, as various media channels provide information to the audience
on what it believes is important, which is dependent on whether the media channel is
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corporation funded or not. As you can see, corporation, communication, capital, and
consumers are all closely related to this case, and I believe this is applicable in many issues
affecting the world negatively. Taking away one of the four forces, the other three will be
less effective. An example of this distinction is the Aguinda vs. Chevron case. It would be
essential for the plaintiffs to convince the consumer and the media to take a stand and face
justice. If the plaintiffs get the consumer and the media completely on their side, I interpret
that Chevron will have to pay the $18 billion dollars to remedy what it caused the Amazon.

Time equals power
When Foucault explains the control of activity he also refers to the timetable
(Foucault, 1977). The timetable is a result of religious leaders’ efficient use of time, several
hundred years ago. Time was used efficiently then, which made creations. Today, we know
how important an efficient use of time is, and time is additionally closely related to power.
Time is embodied in all activity, where for example one start working at a certain time a day
and have to obey certain rules within these working hours (Foucault, 1977).
I interpret the article published by San Francisco Chronicle to be in favor of the
indigenous’ communities, as it only provides statement provided by spokespersons from the
plaintiffs’ side. Chevron has only a general statement as a company in the article. Maybe
Chevron rather wants the company to be presented this way but as time is valuable,
especially in a world where time equals capital, Chevron looses companions by not providing
a more outspoken and honest self. Foucault’s timetable shows that in a capitalist world, a
waste of time is prohibited and the timetable exists to prohibit the waste of time, which
means that Chevron cannot afford any waste of time in this case, hence it should always
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include a spokesperson. As stated earlier chapter, I believe Chevron is being presented as a
company without strong opinions when there are no spokespersons on its behalf of the case.
In chapter two, I write about the many negative impacts of oil drilling in the amazon,
especially socially and environmentally. Texaco was well aware of the “convenient use of
time” when it extracted oil in the most cost-efficient way. Lundeberg et. al., explained how
oil operations have had many negative implications. Constructions of roads lead to
deforestation, which also leads to openings of more acres of oil production. When there is
more production of oil, there is a greater demand for workforce, so more people establish
themselves with their families in the surrounding areas. How the whole ecosystem existing in
the Amazon is being destroyed is a result of oil extractions from companies like Chevron
(Lundeberg et. al., 2011). These facts are easy to forget as we live in a world where oil, cars,
and construction of roads is a part of our everyday, but we should not forget that these things
were not normal for the indigenous communities three decades ago and they never asked to
be a part of it. Therefore the case against Chevron is even stronger and the company should
pay for its cruel behavior. The use of time to achieve power and profit has been a sad story
for a long time for the indigenous people. Unfortunately, these people witnessed their homes
being destroyed, which was a result of how the people of the Westernized world look at the
earth. A possible exploration of resources equals profit, which then equals power. As proven
after Chevron withdrew from the region of Sucumbíos, these cost-efficient methods have
caused many lives and destroyed the environment. Texaco used the timetable efficiently but
not wisely and now the company additionally uses the timetable, only the reversed way. As it
took nearly 20 years for the plaintiffs to win the trial, the public has over time lost interest in
the case, which could have been the goal from Chevron’s side. If this is the case, the
company has reversed the meaning of the Foucauldian theory of the timetable.
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Another example of how the media uses time to achieve power is from the
observation of Luz and Robinson that I conducted from the radio interview in Berkeley,
California. What I find interesting is the timing of when the radio interview was held. The
interview occurred the day after Chevron’s annual shareholders meeting in San Ramon, and I
interpret that the radio channel wanted this interview to happen as soon as possible, as it was
still a current event. Moreover, I believe more people would be interested in listening to the
indigenous representatives’ stories when all the newspapers and TV channels was still
discussing the event in San Ramon. The fact that the radio host seemed sincerely shocked by
the stories Luz and Robinson told also made me believe that the radio wanted this program to
shed light on the side of the plaintiffs, and to give the audience scandalous but reliable
stories. The radio channel clearly takes advantage of the efficient use of time to control the
audience into supporting the plaintiffs instead of Chevron.

Can power be positive for the society?
As questioned in the heading, power can be positive for the society, but it can also be
challenging. What I find frightful is how we today can count numerous of big corporations
having more capital and even power than many low-income countries. Exemplifying the
Ecuadorian government, it appears weak in the eyes of Chevron. As a Chevron lobbyist
stated: “We can’t let little countries screw around with big companies like this […]
companies that have made big investments around the world” (Isikoff, 2008). Here one can
see how little respect Chevron has for countries it consider as “little”, so I wish for this
statement to be disclosed in all countries in which Chevron operates, and show to the many
problems the company has caused the indigenous villagers from Ecuador. This trend is a bad
development for anyone who is not in the position of power, hence the general public. As
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seen in the American elections, big oil funds presidential candidates with similar opinions
around oil and gas policies. The Republican Party always get more funding from these
companies, and the reason for this is that the likelihood for support from a republican
candidate is higher than from a democrat candidate (Juhasz, 2009). Chevron has spent a lot of
money funding the Republican Party in electoral campaigns, and as Juhasz (2009) pointed
out, George W. Bush and Dick Cheney received thirteen times more money from the gas and
oil industry than their competitors, Al Gore and Joseph Lieberman.
Foucault (1978) explains how power is everywhere and that people become tools that
other people can utilize to exercise power. Having power in a society is good when decisions
are made on behalf of society’s best interest. Unfortunately, this has not always the case as
seen in the Aguinda vs. Chevron case. When big oil, like Chevron, has the power to
manipulate an election with money, people with less influence become weaker with a lack of
voice in the society. I see the indigenous communities as a tool in the court case. They are all
victims of Chevron’s misconduct where Chevron accused the plaintiffs of fraud. As stated
earlier in the paper, Chevron representative Silvia Garrigo stated that cancer rates in the
Amazon rainforest is a cause of poor sanitation, not a cause of oil extractions (Garrigo,
2009). Chevron is clearly trying to make the indigenous communities appear less educated in
the court case, as stereotypically, these people do not live the way people from the Western
Hemisphere are living. This distinction can easily be manipulated by Chevron on its behalf.
On the other side, the plaintiffs have now turned around the case of who has the
power and who is the tool of exercising the power. I interpret Chevron as in lack of power
after the plaintiffs brought the case international by involving Canada, Brazil, and more
recently Argentina. This will have a positive outcome for the plaintiffs as friends and
supporters all over the world will chose to support the Aguinda plaintiffs instead of Chevron.
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Kelsh (2009) argues that oil extractions are causing great damages to both the air and
the water of the Amazon rainforest. Rochlin (2011) agrees with this calling the disaster in the
Amazon an “ecocide.” I find the word ecocide very appealing and important. If the capitalist
system we admire today continues at this level, we are sure to face enormous environmental
disasters. As Lundeberg, Loge, & Lund (2007) discuss, interrupting the ecosystem of the
Amazon will affect many elements, such as the weather. The whole ecosystem becomes
unbalanced when a certain area is affected by oil extractions, or deforestation for that matter.
When listening to the stories told by Luz who is a farmer in the Amazon, one can see how
everything has been affected negatively because of oil operations. She talked about how the
agriculture diminished after Texaco started extracting oil where it previously produced 40
tons of coffee but now are down to five. Taking a look at this situation, one would think
Texaco did not think about the negative outcomes of having a cost- and time efficient oil
production. Unfortunately, there is evidence that Texaco knew it was using practices that
were illegal in the US long before the operations in Ecuador started (ADC, 2012). Juhasz
talks about money means influence in one of her chapters, and money is what Chevron puts
in front of everything (Juhasz, 2009).
Chevron take advantage of being powerful and I clearly observed this in San Ramon,
outside of the company’s headquarters. I can relate what Ohmae (1996) talks about with
Chevron, and how the company takes advantage of the nation state to gain power in a more
globalized perspective. When I conducted observations in San Ramon outside of Chevron’s
world headquarters I noticed the police being more progressive than usual. I do not believe it
was a matter of the police being more aggressive in San Ramon than other places, rather I
argue it has something to do with Chevron having the annual shareholders meeting and the
police is helping Chevron in trying to “get rid of” the protesters.
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Additionally, power can be used to control and manipulate the accessibility of public
information. For example, Harari (2004) brings up the lack of research on health impacts.
Kelsh (2009) extends this statement by adding the probability of a higher cancer rate than
what existing data implies. The reason for the lack of existing data could be many, but the
Ecuadorian government could have made better statistics on health issues, especially since
those statistics could have been helpful, if not crucial in the trial between the indigenous
villagers and Chevron. In a society, power can be crucial both to control a population, but
also to watch out for, and even take advantage of possible corruption. Chevron spokesperson,
Silvia Garrigo (2008) admitted on the TV show “60 Minutes” that the company did not
believe they could win the court case in an Ecuadorian court. She argued that as president of
Ecuador, Rafel Correa, publicly showed his support to the plaintiffs, no Ecuadorian court
would be trustworthy. This fact is essential for Chevron to take advantage of, as, at the end of
the day, the Ecuadorian government is known to be one of the most corrupt government in
Latin America5 (Transparency International, n/a).
When Amin (1977) talks about Marx he explain how Marx believed that capitalism is
preventing society from developing. Seen through a Foucauldian perspective, time and power
is closely related, which in this matter shows that everyone needs money to survive. External
forces, moreover control people to get the people to utilize time more efficient, who equal
maximum profit. This circle has taken over the whole society, and when people are dying
from pollution and hunger in the Amazon, people become rich from this system in other parts
of the world. This proves what Marx once talked about; capitalism is preventing the society
from developing. However, when Foucault (1977) talks about the organization of geneses he
shows to how a person is dependent on both the total and the individual. When looking at this
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  Ecuador scored 2.7 out of 10 (where 10 is a non-corrupt country) came out as country number 120 the
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theory one can relate this to how Texaco was dependent on the indigenous communities. The
company needed the oil extraction in order for a positive economically outcome, and hence
provided “knowledge” in the area it did operations. The indigenous communities however,
provided their services by working in the dirty oil fields. As mentioned in an earlier chapter,
people of the indigenous communities were even used to clean up oil spills. With Chevron
being in the position of exercising power in a society, it will, as we have seen, only act on
issues that will maximize its profit. The company has additionally proven to not care about
the people or the environment’s best interest.
Beck (1992) explains how risk society affects the surroundings. When looking at this
case one can see how oil companies begin new oil operations there are negative outcomes.
Deforestation, air pollution, contamination of water are among many reasons for not starting
oil operations, as it will lead to many people becoming a part of a disastrous downstream.
Further I relate Beck with both Marx and Foucault when he is arguing that a risk society is an
inevitable effect of globalization processes that are about to built up to be a big part of a
international collaboration that no one has control over. In terms of the media I believe it is a
great part of the globalization processes, as many media channels, such as the New York
Times, have become known in great parts of the world. The newspaper is additionally known
to be reliable so everything it publishes, most people will believe in. In that matter, the New
York Times has so much power internationally, very few people actually has control over
what is being published, which can be a benefit and a drawback for the plaintiffs.

Chevron’s lack of power
The more recent development of the Aguinda vs. Chevron case has not been on behalf
of Chevron. Texaco intentionally extracted oil in the Amazon to maximize profit, which
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destroyed many families in the Ecuadorian Amazon in addition to the environment. After
Texaco withdrew from the region and refused to remedy the misconduct, the toxins have
been flowing into the rivers damaging even more than it already had. Fortunate for Chevron,
the incident occurred in a period over two decades, which therefore have been easier to
“hide” than similar environmental incidences such as the Exxon Valdez and BP oil spills
(San Sebastián & Hurtig, 2004).
With Chevron being vulnerable as a cause of pressure from the plaintiffs, as well as
the stockholders, the company’s stock will fall hence Chevron will loose its value for all the
stockholders, which then can destroy the company. Interestingly, some media sources have
started to acknowledge this as Bloomberg News stated in an article that Chevron stocks fell
24 cents after judge Kaplan in New York declined Chevron’s request of finding the $18
billion judgment unenforceable (Bloomberg News, 2012).
A more recent incident has questioned Chevron’s chances of escaping the $18 billion
judgment. In November of 2012, the Ecuadorian villagers filed lawsuit against Chevron in
Argentina in an attempt to make Chevron pay for a remediation of what the company caused
the villagers. The embargo prohibits Chevron from withdrawing any interest in concessions,
pipelines, or other projects without the court’s approval. Chevron responded by threatening to
bankrupt all subsidiaries in the country if not the asset freeze is lifted by December 2012
(Hinton, 2012c). The case is now heated up and Chevron is hanging by a thinner tread as the
plaintiffs have brought attention to the case internationally. When Foucault talks about how
power surrounds us and exist everywhere, I found it difficult linking this statement with the
Aguinda vs. Chevron case. I argue that Chevron utilize various Fucauldian definitions of
power. First of all, the power of social body speaks to how Chevron utilizes power to
maximize profit. This type of power explains how the body has been trained to be exercising
strategies of the economic and social management of the people. Second, disciplinary power
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is about managing the different actions of a body. In this case the body speaks to all types of
social institutions (Foucault, 1977). How Chevron has managed to achieve power by utilizing
money in political campaigns, by bribing lawyers, and by hiring lawyers to defend its case.
The political power Chevron has can be described in different terms, but what is important is
how Chevron utilized this power in the attempt of marginalizing the indigenous communities
of Ecuador. Now I see things from a different perspective. There will always be a superior
power, and this power is run by several sources. The plaintiffs seem to have found the source
of these power structures, as they are closer than ever to get back the society they once knew
as paradise.
I find it interesting how a record of 220,000 pages, over a 100 expert reports, witness
testimonies, scientific data from 54 court-supervised inspections, and health evaluations still
is not enough proof for Chevron to pay off for what it has caused the Amazon (ADC, 2012).
The evidence speaks for itself, and I do not believe that any company would want to have
these numbers on its record. Even the fact that Chevron has paid 500 lawyers to help them to
win the court case is a clear indicator that Chevron is frightened. Likewise, all countries
should be respected equally, no matter size and economy, which means Chevron just want to
prove a point; it has more power than the plaintiffs and has no intentions for changing this
status.

Conclusion
Throughout this thesis I aim to find reasons for why Chevron has refused to pay for
what it has caused the indigenous villagers in the Ecuadorian Amazon. I utilize Michel
Foucault’s theories around power, which has been incredibly helpful to be able to understand
that there will always be subordinate sources to exercise power. Just as Foucault (1978)
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stated: “power is everywhere; not because it embraces everything, but because it is
everywhere.” Foucault made me understand that there is no system of domination where one
group exercise power over another that ” (Foucault, 1978). Chevron is challenging the
structure of power and additionally makes people believe that the company has more power
than it might actually have.
Looking at time and power I can understand how Chevron has had more influence
and power than the plaintiffs have in this court case. As Foucault (1977) states: “Time
penetrates the body and with it all the meticulous controls of power”. Power can be
understood as being inside and outside of people exercising the power Chevron has
consistently followed the capitalist way the society is structured and used it against the
indigenous villagers. The corporation is built upon time and hard work within effective hours
of work, which is conversely of how the villagers of the Amazon is living. Indigenous
communities are not a part of this world, where one has to get up at the same time every day
and then work to earn money to feed the capitalist system. These people are people of the
nature, living with nature, which I believe unfortunately makes them weaker in the battle
against Chevron. When Foucault mentions culture he refers to a “hierarchical organization of
values.” Culture is accessible to everybody but at the same time the occasion of a mechanism
of selection and exclusion (Foucault, 1981-1982). It is clear how Chevron and the indigenous
communities values culture differently where the indigenous communities values every part
of the rainforest, Chevron only see the oil that can be extracted for profit. The time I spent
with Luz and Robinson strengthen what I believe is right and wrong in this case, and hearing
them speak about their family being affected with various diseases, and Luz even showing
me a picture of her grandson being ill, I believe these people are in desperate need of help in
order to move on.
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One of the limitations of this study was the lack of a legal aspect. This court case is
complex with advanced varieties of law. The differences between the two sides are enormous
when it comes to cultural, social and environmental differences, one cannot foresee the many
angles law can be utilized. I chose early in this thesis not to implement a deep application of
law, as I am not capable of understanding or analyzing law. Another limitation I have been
facing is the lack of understanding of the case from the plaintiffs’ community level. I found it
harder to sympathize with the indigenous villagers, and their battle against Chevron, as I was
not able to travel to Ecuador and experience what these people experiences everyday. I argue
that a qualitative research in these communities would have given me a more in-depth
understanding of the situation, as well as I more likely would have seen the evidence of the
catastrophe myself. However, I found it incredible valuable, and essential for my thesis, to
have been able to meet and spend time with Luz and Robinson and to hear their story about
what is going on deep in the Amazon Rainforest of Ecuador.
Living in a generation, where the media can function as both monitors and teachers,
we are always control instruments for others to exercise power, and in this case different
media utilizes the general population as its control instruments (Foucault, 1977). Whatever
the media believe is important to publish, may not be the truth, rather a side of the story they
want the reader to find trustworthy. The media I utilize in this thesis, the New York Times,
The San Francisco Chronicle, and Hoy, have showed how differently each media outlet
published the same case. I have also seen how the wording in an article as well as how often
there are publications around a case is essential for both sides of the case when it comes to
increasing the chances of winning the court case.
Chevron has been fighting hard against the plaintiffs since 1992 ending by defeat in
the Ecuadorian Supreme Court early 2012 (San Sebastián, et. al., 2004). The company should
acknowledge its loss and pay the $18 billion dollar of settlement. The reason for why the
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plaintiffs are now on a path of getting remedy could be the fact that they have fought hard
against Chevron over time. As Foucault stated: “Where there is power there is resistance”
(Foucault, 1978), and in this case, 30,000 people from indigenous communities resisted
Chevron’s misconduct. I believe justice prevails and Chevron will get the punishment it
deserves.
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